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Figure 1. Serge Lacasse’s Model of Transphonography (2018, 15)
Video 1. Verse 3 and Chorus 3 of “I Will Always Love You” MMV

Link: https://vimeo.com/389876157
Transcription 1. Verse 1 and Chorus 1 of “I Will Always Love You” MMV
Transcription 1. continued
Video 2. Verse 2, Chorus 2, and Break from “Wild Wild West” MMV
Link: https://vimeo.com/389878976
Now, now, now, now once upon a time in the West
Madman lost his damn mind in the West
Loveless, kidnap a dime, nothing less

– (Both lines are about the antagonist of Wild Wild West (1999), Loveless)

Now I must put his behind to the test
(Can you feel me?)
Then through the shadows, in the saddle, ready for battle
Bring all your boys in, here come the poison
Behind my back, all the riffing you did,
Front and center, now where your lip at kid?
Looking at me
Who that is? A mean brother, bad for your health
Looking damn good though, if I could say it myself
Told me Loveless is a madman, but I don't fear that
He got mad weapons too, ain't trying to hear that

– (Loveless uses a giant mechanical spider, which is the setting of the MMV)

Trying to bring down me, the champion
When y'all clowns gone see that it can't be done
Understand me son, I'm the slickest there is,
I'm the quickest there is, did I say I'm the slickest there is
So if you barking up the wrong tree we coming, don't be starting nothing
Me and my partner gonna test your chest, Loveless

– (Tells the major conflict of the film)

Can't stand the heat then get out the Wild Wild West

Figure 2. Lyrics for Verse 2 of “Wild Wild West”
Video 3. Outro of “I Don’t Want to Miss A Thing” MMV

Link: https://vimeo.com/389877806
Transcription 2. Outro of “I Don’t Want to Miss A Thing” MMV
Transcription 2. Continued
Transcription 2. continued
Transcription 3. Verse 2 and Chorus 2 from “Ashes” MMV
Transcription 3. continued
Transcription 3. continued
Transcription 3. continued
Transcription 3. continued

"out of ashes, can beauty..."
Transcription 3. continued
Verse 2
Video Diegesis

Chorus 2
Video Diegesis
Character
Superimposition

Video 4. Verse 2 and Chorus 2 of “Ashes” MMV

Link: https://vimeo.com/392699412
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